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Abstract. Interactive data mining focuses on e±cient and e®ective human-
computer interactions for data analysis purposes. An interactive system
is an integration of a human user and a computer machine. ICS, an inter-
active classi¯cation system, is implemented to demonstrate the power of
interactive data mining. The interaction is mutually bene¯cial to users
and machines. This article describes the architecture of ICS, and intro-
duces the main features of ICS in the entire data mining process.
1 Introduction
Data mining deals with many important tasks, such as description, prediction
and explanation of data. Whereas many data mining models concentrate on
automation and e±ciency, interactive data mining systems focus adaptive and
e®ective communications between human users and computer systems. One of
the key elements that distinguishes an interactive data mining systems from
more traditional data mining systems is its capability to dynamically support
a user's expectation, mining and reasoning. Though human-machine interaction
has been emphasized for many disciplines, it did not get enough attention in the
domain of data mining until recently [1,2,4,8]. The research includes several
related areas: the input of domain knowledge, the input of user requirements
and the enhancement of visualization.
The knowledge discovery process is normally described as six phases: data
preparation, data selection and reduction, data pre-processing and transform-
ing, pattern discovery, pattern explanation and evaluation, and pattern presen-
tation [2,3,5,6]. Users need to involve in all these phases. Speci¯cally, users
expect computer systems to support di®erent forms of user involvement, such
as: hypothesis formulation, information acquisition, assistance acquisition, ma-
nipulation, and evaluation and explanation [7]. These forms of involvement can
be applied to the entire data mining process to arrive at desirable mining re-
sults. Through interaction and communication, computers and users can share
the tasks involved in order to achieve a good balance of automation and hu-
man control. Moreover, interactive data mining can encourage users' learning,
improve insight and understanding of the problem to be solved, and stimulate
users to explore creative possibilities. Users' feedback can be used to improve
the system. The interaction is mutually bene¯cial, and imposes new coordination
demands on both sides [7,8].
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¯cation system, is designed and implemented (refer to the current version ICS-V1
on http://www.cs.uregina.ca/»yanzhao/ICS.html). The main output of ICS is a
set of classi¯cation rules represented as a spacial tree structure, called a granule
tree. ICS enables users to be involved in two main issues of classi¯cation. First,
it allows a user to visually select and state which granule to be classi¯ed. The
user can express his/her own interest or priority to execute the classi¯cation
by a free selection of the candidate granule to be classi¯ed. Second, the system
allows the user to visually select and state how to classify by providing diverse
statistical evaluations. Various interactions are supported in all of the six data
mining phases.
2 An Architecture of Interactive Data Mining Systems
In this section, we discuss six phases of interactive data mining, and ¯ve basic
forms of human-user interactions. Based on this model, we outline the architec-
ture and major components of ICS.
2.1 The process of interactive data mining
In an interactive system, the six phases of data mining can be carried out as
follows:
{ Interactive data preparation prepares dataset to be processed, and observes
raw data within a speci¯c format.
{ Interactive data selection and reduction involves the reduction of the number
of attributes and/or the number of records. A user can specify the attributes
of interest and/or data area, and remove data that is outside of the area of
concern.
{ Interactive data pre-processing and transformation determines the number
of intervals, as well as cut-points for continuous datasets, and transforms the
dataset into a workable dataset.
{ Interactive pattern discovery interactively discovers patterns under the user's
guidance, selection, monitoring and supervision. Interactive controls include
choosing search strategies and heuristics, deciding rule directions, and han-
dling abnormal situations.
{ Interactive pattern explanation and evaluation explains and evaluates the
discovered pattern if the user requires it. The e®ectiveness and usefulness of
the explanations is subject to the user's judgement.
{ Interactive pattern presentation visualizes the patterns that are perceived
during the pattern discovery phase, and/or the pattern explanation and eval-
uation phase.
Practice has shown that the process is virtually a loop, which is iterated until
satisfying results are obtained.
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Users should be allowed to formulate hypotheses, describe decisions and selec-
tions based on their preference and judgement. For example, a user can state
an interested class for classi¯cation tasks, express a target knowledge represen-
tation, indicate a question, infer features for explanation, describe a preference
order of attributes, set up constraints, and so on. Subjects of hypotheses di®er
among the varying views of individuals. The potential value consideration enters
into the choice of proposition.
Information can be presented in various fashions and structures in an interac-
tive data mining system. Raw data is raw information. Mined rules are extracted
knowledge. Numerous measurements show the information of an object from
di®erent aspects. Each data mining phase contains and generates much infor-
mation. An object might be changed; the information it holds might be erased,
updated or manipulated by the user in question. Benchmarks, standards and de
facto standards are valuable reference knowledge, which can make it easier to
learn and evaluate new applications. Users need to retrieve information in an
interactive manner.
One of the roles that an interactive system can play is to provide knowledge
or skills that the user does not have in-house, for example, doing an evaluation
or providing an analysis of the implications of environmental trends. To achieve
this expert role, the interactive system must be able to \understand" the hu-
man proposition, and be able to make corresponding inferences. Assistance is
especially useful while the domain is complex and the search space is huge. It
ensures the process develops in a more balanced manner.
Manipulation is the form of user participation that includes selecting, retriev-
ing, combining and changing objects, and using operated objects to obtain new
results. Di®erent data mining phases require di®erent kinds of manipulations.
Interactive systems should allow users to build their own models, and de¯ne
their own heuristics and algorithms. The procedures can be connected by func-
tions similar to the pipe command in UNIX systems. It means that the standard
output of the left of the pipe is sent as standard input of the right of the pipe.
The evaluation and explanation phase is guided by humans. Sometimes peo-
ple doubt and challenge the so-called knowledge, if it is not understandable
within their previous knowledge. We believe that information can turn into
knowledge if, and only if, it can be rationalized, explained and validated.
A particular interactive data mining system can involve interactions of all
the ¯ve forms at the six di®erent phases. Figure 1 illustrates the process and the
forms of interactive data mining.
2.3 The architecture of ICS
Based on the framework of interactive data mining, an interactive classi¯cation
system, ICS, is developed. The general architecture of ICS is shown in Figure 2.
It is composed of three layers: the storage layer, the interactive manipulation
layer and the presentation layer. The bottom layer is executed by the computer,
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Fig.1. Process and form-based interactive data mining
storing raw user data and classi¯cation results. The middle layer, implementing
the main phases of data mining, is executed by the user and the computer. The
upper layer is supported by the computer. It presents raw data, intermediate
results, and ¯nal results in di®erent forms.
The manipulation layer is the most essential part of ICS. Through the data
preparation component, users can de¯ne the schema of a new table, create ta-
bles, import tables and edit data in the existing tables. These tables are stored
in the storage layer, and presented in the presentation layer. Through the data
selection component, users can split the table into two parts. One is for train-
ing a classi¯er, the other is for testing the classi¯er. The partitioned tables are
also stored and presented. Through the pattern discovery component, users can
select decision classes of interest, select classi¯cation and evaluation measures,
select algorithms, determine searching strategies and heuristics, decide stopping
criteria, and evaluate classi¯cation rules at any time. The intermediate results
are presented in di®erent forms, such as a tree, a table or a chart. These results
help the user with further decision-making. If the user questions the reason of
a particular discovered result, he/she can construct explanations of it through
the pattern explanation component. This component allows the user to suggest
explanation pro¯les, and construct an explanation table. The plausible explana-
tions can be constructed in the explanation table through the pattern discovery
component. We introduce the detail modules of the architecture in the next
section.
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3 Implementation of ICS
We use an information table as our data representation, and a granule tree as our
knowledge representation. After introducing the basic concepts of information
tables and granule trees, we present the main features of ICS based on the system
architecture.
3.1 Data and knowledge representation
An information table is the following tuple:
S = (U;At;fVa j a 2 Atg;fIa j a 2 Atg;L);
where U is a ¯nite nonempty set of objects, At is a ¯nite nonempty set of
attributes, Va is a nonempty set of values of a 2 At, Ia : U ! Va is an information
function. L is a decision logic language, consists of a set of formulas. An atomic
formula of L is a descriptor a = v, where a 2 At and v 2 Va. The well-formed
formulas (w®) of L is the smallest set of formulas containing the atomic formulas
and closed under :, ^, _, ! and ´. If a formula is de¯ned by only logical
conjunction ^, it is called a conjunctor. If a formula is de¯ned by only logical
disjunction _, it is called a disjunctor.
Given a formula Á 2 L, the set m(Á), de¯ned by mS(Á) = fx 2 U j x j= Ág,
is called the meaning of the formula Á in S, or a de¯nable granule of S. If Á is
a conjunctor, then mS(Á) is called a conjunctively de¯nable granule. If Á is a
disjunctor, then mS(Á) is called a disjunctively de¯nable granule.
For classi¯cation tasks, At = C [ fclassg, where C is a set of conditional
attributes and class is a decision attribute. A classi¯cation rule is expressed as
Á ) Ã, where the formula Á is de¯ned by conditional attributes in C and the
formula Ã is de¯ned by the decision attribute class.
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granules and conjunctors with respect to the given universe. Each node consists
of a granule, and each arc leading from a granule to its child is labelled by
an atomic formula. A path from a coarse granule to a ¯ne granule indicates
a conjunctive relation. Given an information table S = (U;At;fVag;fIag), a
granule network has jAtj+1 levels. According to a hierarchical structure, the root
node is the most coarse granule U, labelled by >. The second level contains all
the 1-conjunctor de¯nable granules, the third level contains all the 2-conjunctor
de¯nable granules, and so on, until the (jAtj + 1)th level contains all the jAtj-
conjunctor de¯nable granules.
A granule tree, as a heuristic searching result for classi¯cation, is a portion
of a granule network. It can be organized as a tree structure. Each path from
the root to a leaf can be equivalently expressed as a decision rule.
3.2 Interactive Data Preparation and Selection
Data can be stored in ICS in three ways. First, ICS allows a user to de¯ne and
create his/her datasets from scratch. A \schema editor" module allows the user
to specify the attribute names of a dataset. A \data editor" module allows the
user to type in each individual data entry, or copy-paste an existing dataset from
elsewhere. Second, ICS can import an existing dataset from Microsoft Access or
Excel directly, and convert it to XML format. All the user datasets in ICS can
be edited before being processed in the \data editor" module. Third, a user can
compose a new dataset by natural joining two or more than two existing tables
together in the \query builder" module. The process of selecting tables to be
joined is subjectively based on uses' requirement.
The natural join operation designed in the \query builder" module is es-
pecially useful for explaining data mining results. The explanation pro¯les of a
target to be explained may exist inside or outside of the original dataset. By nat-
ural joining the tables in which a pattern is located, and another table in which
the proposed explanation pro¯les are stored, we are able to construct plausible
explanations of the discovered pattern. Intuitively, given di®erent explanation
pro¯les, di®erent sets of explanatory accounts can be generated.
For the purpose of training and testing a classi¯er, a user can decide either to
use a random leave-out method, or the 5-cross validation method to divide the
dataset into two parts. For the random leave-out method, ICS randomly picks
objects for constructing classi¯cation rules or trees, and keeps the remaining
objects for testing the accuracy of the learned rules or the tree. For the 5-cross
validation method, ICS needs the user to indicate which fold is retained for
testing, and the remaining four folds are used for training.
3.3 Interactive Pattern Discovery
The discovery module is called a \data analyser," which consists of three sub-
modules: low order rule miner, high order rule miner and built-in algorithm
rule miner. Each sub-module can generate a speci¯c granule tree, and can be
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network can be searched for classi¯cation solutions. Many measures are involved
in the classi¯cation process. They represent di®erent aspects of all formulas that
can be added conjunctively to the selected granule. ICS assists the user to observe
all these aspects at the same time, and allows the user to select the measures
that are preferred. The induction process of ICS is brie°y outlined in Figure 3.
Input: A dataset for classi¯cation.
Output: A granule tree and its corresponding classi¯cation rules.
Set U as the root node of a granule tree at the initial stage.
While the user wants to continue
Select a branch N.
If ADD
Select an atomic formula a = v with respect to N regarding a certain criterion.
Modify the granule tree by adding the granule m(Á ^ a = v) as a new node,
connect it to N by an arc, and name it by a = v.
Label the node by the class that satis¯es the majority objects of the node.
If DELETE
Modify the granule tree by deleting all the ¯ner granules of N, removing the
arcs, and deleting the granule N from the tree.
Update information of the branch N and the constructed tree.
Fig.3. An algorithm of interactive classi¯cation
Information acquisition In the process of interactive pattern discovery, users
require three types of information before deciding what action to take.
- Information of the constructed granule tree. At the initial stage, the granule
tree only has the root, the entire universe, the biggest granule. If it is not
consistently classi¯ed by any class, we start the classi¯cation process. Nodes
from the root to each labelled leaf form a classi¯cation rule. The view of the
granule tree and the view of the corresponding set of rules are switchable.
The evaluation of the rule set is also the evaluation of the tree.
- Information of a selected branch. A branch is a path from the root to a
selected node. Initially, the only branch is the root. After an atomic formula
is added conjunctively to the root, there are two branches, the root, and the
branch ended with the new added node. The user can choose any one of the
branches to investigate. As a result, he/she can alternatively add another
atomic formula to the previous one, or add an atomic formula to the root.
Some measures can be selected to evaluate the properties of the selected
branch.
- Information of the available atomic formulas (called active nodes in ICS) and
the available attributes (called active attributes in ICS) with respect to a
selected branch. When a branch is consistently classi¯ed, the ¯ner granules
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branch is not yet consistently classi¯ed, then the user needs to decide which
atomic formula should be added conjunctively to the selected branch.
Measures of active attributes:
NumberOfAttributeV alues(a) = jVaj;
ConditionalEntropy(classja)
= ¡
P
v2Va p(a = v)
P
ci2Vclass p(class = cija = v)log(class = cija = v),
= ¡
P
v2Va
P
ci2Vclass p(class = ci;a = v)log(class = cija = v);
JointEntropy(class;a)
= ¡
P
v2Va
P
ci2Vclass p(class = ci;a = v)log(class = ci;a = v);
Gini(a)
= 1 ¡
P
v2Va p(a = v)
P
ci2Vclass p2(class = cija = v).
Measures of active nodes:
confidence(a = v ) class = ci) = p(class = cija = v);
coverage(a = v ) class = ci) = p(a = vjclass = ci);
Entropy(a = v) = ¡
P
ci2Vclass p(class = cija = v)log(class = cija = v);
Generality(a = v) = jm(a = v)j.
Mining low order and high order rules Two levels of dependencies, referred
to as the local and global dependencies, may be observed in an information table.
The local dependencies show how one speci¯c combination of values on one set
of attributes determine one speci¯c combination of values on another set of
attributes. The global dependencies show how all combinations of values on one
set of attributes determine all combinations of values on another set of attributes.
Given an information table S, for A;B µ At, a low order rule and a high order
rule are de¯ned as:
A low order rule : 8a2A Ia(x) = va ) 8b2B Ib(x) = vb:
A high order rule : 8a2A Ia(x) = Ia(y) ) 8b2B Ib(x) = Ib(y):
The interface of the low order rule module and the high order rule module is
illustrated in Figure 4, together with two constructed granule trees. ICS supports
two di®erent ways of mining low order classi¯cation rules. With respect to a
selected tree node, one can either add an active node, or add an active attribute.
For the former, only one rule is generated at each time; while for the latter, there
is a set of rules, corresponding to the possible values of the added attribute, being
added simultaneously. Both ways only concern the selected node, and thus are
low ordered.
ICS also supports two ways for mining high order classi¯cation rules. One
way is to select an active attribute at each time, and add it to all the inconsistent
nodes of the tree at once. Each node derives a set of rules, corresponding to the
possible values of the added attribute. The other way is to decide an ordering of
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data analyser module, where 100% of user data are used for training. Both the decision
classes and all the measures are selected to be shown for the low order module, while
only two measures are selected for the high order module.
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inconsistent nodes of the tree. By clicking one title of the active attribute table,
the attributes are sorted according to the selected measure, and the derived
attribute order is shown in the attribute order table on the right bottom. Both
ways concern all the inconsistent nodes at the same time. They thus are high
ordered. A pre-pruning method is provided by ICS to allow the user to indicate
the con¯dence threshold. Although a high order tree is constructed more quickly,
there is less human interaction involved in the discovery process.
Mining partition-based and covering-based granule trees Partitions and
coverings are two simple and commonly used granulations of the universe. A
partition of a ¯nite universe U is a collection of non-empty, and pairwise disjoint
granules of U whose union is U. A covering of a ¯nite universe U is a collection
of non-empty, possibly overlapped granules of U, whose union is U. Partitions
are a special case of coverings.
To describe and classify all the classes, partition-based granule trees are suit-
able. Whenever an attribute is selected, all of its possible values are added to
the granule tree, with the corresponding granules being pairwisely disjointed.
The partition-based approach ensures that no portion will be missed for classi-
¯cation. If one needs to achieve partial success, namely, to describe and classify
one particular class, then covering-based granule trees are more suitable. In this
case, the active nodes and their measurements are of concern. Normally, the
progression of investigation moves from the most promising branch to the less
promising ones. One can apply the depth-¯rst mode to explore each branch se-
quentially, or apply the breath-¯rst mode to explore the granules at the same
level. A mixture method also is allowed.
Mining rules and exceptions A classi¯cation rule is expressed as Á ) Ã.
When the accuracy of a rule is not satis¯ed, there are two methods to obtain a
rule with higher con¯dence. The ¯rst method is to construct a rule in the form
of Á ^ Á0 ) Ã. That means, by re¯ning the granule of m(Á) to the sub-granule
m(Á ^ Á0), one expects the ¯ner granules are tend to be more consistent. The
second method is to construct a rule in forms of Á^Á0 ) Ã0. The interpretation
is: if only the condition Á is known, we can conclude Ã to a certain degree.
However, if we also know that Á0 holds, we need to change our conclusion to Ã0.
That is, the second rule is an exception rule to the ¯rst general rule. By using
an interactive approach, ICS can generate both conventional classi¯cation rules
and exception rules.
Interactive system assistances ICS provides e®ective assistances for inter-
active classi¯cation. Besides the functions we have introduced above, there is an
important sub-module of data analyser, called the \built-in algorithms" module.
It contains various prototypes of partition-based algorithms, such as ID3, AS-
SISTANT, C4.5, CART, and covering-based algorithms like PRISM, CN2 and
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data analyser module, low order rule mining sub-module. 5-cross validation method is
applied for splitting user data. The ¯rst fold of data records are for testing. Both the
decision classes, and both the training and testing tables are examined.
Itrule. Users can compare the resulting trees with these standard algorithms, and
improve and adjust the current learning results. The built-in algorithm module
is, of course, faster than the low order rule module and the high order rule
module. However, it supports the lowest level of human-computer interactivity.
3.4 Interactive pattern evaluation
In the process of interactive evaluation, users need to obtain two types of eval-
uations: on one hand, we need to evaluate the description of the training data.
ICS keeps track of the number of objects that have been processed and covered
by any one of the constructed rules, the number of objects that have not been
covered by any rules, the sum of the correctly classi¯ed objects that covered by
certain solutions and/or manually-set solutions, and the sum of incorrectly clas-
si¯ed objects. The values are updated when a new node is added to a selected
branch, a label is manually set for a branch, or a branch is deleted from the gran-
ule tree. On the other hand, we need to evaluate the prediction of the testing
data regarding the constructed classi¯cation rules. By the interactive method,
one does not need to complete the whole training process before doing the test.
The test process can be carried out whenever the user wishes. Similarly, the
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result is acceptable.
Corresponding to the three sub-modules: low order, high order and built-in
algorithms, three separate evaluation modules, called \result view" are imple-
mented. The user graphic interface of result view is illustrated in Figure 5,
showing both the evaluation of the training data and the testing data regarding
a constructed low order rule tree and its corresponding rules.
4 Conclusion
The objective of interactive data mining is to provide an e®ective and e±ciency
human-user interaction for data analysis purposes. ICS, equipped with many
features, supports interactive classi¯cation. It can simulate di®erent algorithms
and generate di®erent types of rules. Because the user decision-making process
can be totally indeterministic and unpredictable, the behavior of ICS is too rich
for a nice mathematical model.
We plan to extend ICS by adding more interactive features, such as an in-
teractive data preprocessing module. This will enable ICS to handle continuous
data, and allow users to cluster data according to their requirements. This mod-
ule is necessarily supported by better data visualization approaches. We also
plan to add a feature selection module into ICS. In this case, the relevant at-
tributes are suggested to be used for classi¯cation, while the irrelevant attributes
are suggested to be ignored.
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